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Abstract
Automatic Speech Recognition is a field that has
seen a strong increase in developments in recent
years. In order to ensure objectivity and reliabil-
ity in these systems, it is crucial they remain unbi-
ased and treat speakers equally. This paper explores
the bias of two state-of-the-art ASR systems in the
domain of Dutch and Flemish speech, specifically
towards regional dialects. Specifically, it explores
Microsoft’s Azure AI Speech Services ASR system
and Google Chirp. It analyses the performance of
these two systems on the JASMIN-CGN language
corpus. The results show that speech from West-
Dutch regions is recognized correctly significantly
more often than other Dutch regions and speech
from Brabant is recognized correctly significantly
more often than other Flemish regions.
Index terms - speech recognition, bias, Dutch

1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems are becoming
increasingly prevalent in modern life. They are used in e.g.
live transcription, voice assistants and accessibility options,
providing a large component of interaction between humans
and technology. For this reason, it is important these sys-
tems are unbiased and able to convert human speech to writ-
ten word equally well for different groups of people. How-
ever, recent research has shown that state-of-the-art ASR sys-
tems do not recognise the speech of different speaker groups
equally well. For example, state-of-the-art ASR systems
trained on Dutch perform better on female speech than male
speech [1]. Similarly, state-of-the-art ASR systems perform
better on speech performed by teenagers and older adults
than speech produced by children [2]. Furthermore, Dutch
speech is exercised by people of several different dialects and
regional accents. Speakers from northern areas pronounce
certain words with different tone and emphasis than speak-
ers from the west, for example. Because different speaker
groups, including those from different regions, should be able
to interact with modern technology equally well, ASR sys-
tems should recognize each speaker group at a similar quality.
This forms the basis of this research.

1.2 Existing Research
Fuckner et al. found that ”state-of-the-art models are overall
less biased compared to earlier ASR systems, but are still bi-
ased against speakers with accents that deviate from standard
Dutch.” [1]. This indicates that state-of-the-art ASR mod-
els have improved in decreasing bias, although the models
that they tested still show some bias in certain dialect re-
gions. Likewise, Herygers et al. [3] found that some bias
was present in Flemish speech for speakers from the region
of Brabant and against speakers from West Flemish speakers
and those from Limburg. More specifically, speech from Bra-
bant was recognized correctly more often than speech from
Limburg. However, not much research is present for Dutch

speakers from the Netherlands or for models other than Whis-
per and Wav2Vec. It is therefore unknown what the bias for
SotA ASR systems regarding regional dialects looks like out-
side of these models.

1.3 Research Question
This paper seeks to answer the following main research ques-
tion: ”How well do state-of-the-art ASR systems perform on
Dutch and Flemish speech from different regional dialects?”.
This question will be answered through help of some sub-
questions, which will each analyse a small component of the
main question. These questions are as follows:

1. ”Do state-of-the-art ASR systems perform better on
speakers from a certain region than on speakers from
different regions?”

2. ”Do Flemish speakers (from different regions) achieve a
lower or higher WER than Dutch speakers (from differ-
ent regions)?”

3. ”How do models differ in WER for speakers from dif-
ferent regions?”

The ASR models I will be using are Microsoft’s Azure AI’s
ASR system and Google’s Chirp. This is partly because some
research exists for e.g. Whisper on Dutch speech ([1]), but
not as much for Chirp and Azure AI’s ASR system.

A strong reason for choosing these systems is feasibility
of research. Both these systems provide options for free tri-
als, i.e. a number of hours where the systems do not require
financial transactions. The corresponding times available on
both systems are 200 hours for Azure AI and 300 hours for
Chirp. Therefore, to explore the bias of different state-of-the-
art ASR systems on regional dialects, this research shall focus
on these two systems.

To answer the aforementioned research questions, the pa-
per will discuss the method of research in section 2. In sec-
tion 3, the results will be presented. Then, section 4 will con-
tain an analysis of the results and discuss the results obtained.
Section 5 will address some ethical concerns and how respon-
sible research was applied. Section 6 will then conclude the
paper and provide some suggestions for future work.

2 Methodology
2.1 Datasets
For the data, the JASMIN-CGN corpus is used1. The
JASMIN-CGN is an extension of the spoken Dutch corpus
(CGN), a language corpus consisting of spoken Dutch and
Flemish from adults. The JASMIN-CGN corpus expands on
this by adding several types of Dutch and Flemish speech, in-
cluding, but not limited to, speech produced by older adults,
non-native speakers and speech produced by children. Fur-
thermore, the corpus contains speech from speakers from dif-
ferent regional dialects, both in Dutch and Flemish, making it
an appropriate choice for this research. In total, the data used
consists of 18 hours and 58 minutes of Dutch speech and 7
hours and 50 minutes of Flemish speech

1https://aclanthology.org/L06-1141/



The JASMIN-CGN corpus is labeled according to the
speaker’s corresponding speech files. For each speech file,
the corpus contains information about the age, gender, and re-
gional dialect of the speaker, as well as proficiency in Dutch
in cases of non-nativity. Crucially, regional dialects are split
into four major regions for both Flemish and Dutch. For
Flemish, the corpus distinguishes the following four regions:

• FL1: West-Flemish (West-Flanders) (2h 03m of speech)

• FL2: East-Flemish (East-Flanders) (1h 56m of speech)

• FL3: Brabant (Antwerp and Flemish Brabant) (1h 44m
of speech)

• FL4: Limburg (Limburg) (2h 5m of speech)

For Dutch, the corpus similarly distinguishes four regions:

• N1x: West-Dutch (North-Holland, South-Holland, West
Utrecht) (4h 49m of speech)

• N2x: Transitional region (Zeeland, Eastern Utrecht,
Gelders river area, Veluwe, West Friesland) (5h 0m of
speech)

• N3x: Peripheral region (Achterhoek, Overijssel, Dren-
the, Groningen, Friesland) (4h 29m of speech)

• N4x: Southern peripheral region (Noord-Brabant, Lim-
burg) (4h 38m of speech)

In the Dutch version, x refers to more precise locations within
each region (henceforth referred to as ”sub-regions”). For
example, N1a specifically refers to North-Holland, N3c refers
to Drenthe etc. These will not be addressed thoroughly for
the purposes of this research, but a note will be made about
them in section 6. For the continuation of this paper, when
referring to Dutch regions, they will be referred to as N1-N4.

Furthermore, the JASMIN-CGN corpus consists of two
types of speech. The first of these is read speech, consisting
of ”phonetically rich sentences and stories or general texts
to be read aloud”[4]2. The second, newly introduced in the
corpus compared to the original CGN Dutch language cor-
pus, is human-machine interaction (HMI) speech. This type
of speech consists of dialogues between a human and a ma-
chine.

The JASMIN-CGN corpus consists of speech files that of-
ten span several minutes and contain a lot of silence. Ana-
lyzing these large blocks of data is not only inconvenient, but
also a concern for privacy, as elaborated on in section 5. For
these reasons, the audio files are segmented according to the
annotated data provided in the JASMIN-CGN corpus, which
contains timestamps indicating when a line of speech is said.
These segmented portions of speech will henceforth be re-
ferred to as ”segments”.

It is important to note that not all the data available in the
corpus was used. This is due to time constraints in the re-
search, and may explain some discrepancies that come up in
the results. For Dutch and Flemish speech, the read and HMI
speech from groups 1 and 2, as annotated in the JASMIN-
CGN dataset, have been used.

2Quote retrieved from official documentation

2.2 ASR systems
As was mentioned in section 1, the ASR systems to be used
are Microsoft’s Azure AI Speech Services (henceforth re-
ferred to as Azure AI’s ASR) and Google’s Chirp. These
systems have seen some research in non-Dutch speech[5], but
in the Dutch domain of language, especially in regards to re-
gional dialects, the research available is more limited.

In the case of both Dutch and Flemish, the Dutch version
of the ASR system is used. This is to provide an even com-
parison of the same system for both languages. As a result
of this, however, Dutch and Flemish cannot be directly com-
pared, as the system may not be trained on Flemish data, or
not to the same extent as it is trained on Dutch data.

2.3 Evaluation
The systems will be evaluated using the Word Error Rate
(WER). To elaborate on how this is calculate, I first define
a number of terms. An insertion is when a word is incorrectly
recognised as appearing in an utterance when it is not there.
A deletion is when a word in an utterance does not appear in
the resulting text. A substitution occurs when a word in the
resulting text is different from the word in the speech. The
Word Error Rate can then be determined as follows:

WER =
I +D + S

N
× 100%

where I is the number of insertions, D is the number of dele-
tions, S is the number of substitutions and N is the total num-
ber of words in the line of speech (ground truth). N can also
be expressed using the number of correct words (C) in the
following way: N = D + S + C. Calculating the WER will
be done using JiWER3, a public python package designed for
evaluating ASR systems.

2.4 Experiment Setup
The experiment will take place as follows. First, the data is
segmented based on annotated data. The resulting segments
each have a duration of less than three seconds. Then, each
segment is recognized by the two aforementioned ASR sys-
tems. The resulting recognized segments are then stored sep-
arately and compared to the ground truth. In order to evalu-
ate the output of the ASR system, the output is first simpli-
fied. This is done by removing punctuation and converting all
words to lowercase. Then, the WER is calculated according
to the equation mentioned above.

To elaborate on this, the reference material is annotated
fairly thoroughly. For example, when the speaker inhales,
this is sometimes annotated as ”ggg” in the ground truth for
the data. Neither Azure AI’s ASR system nor Google Chirp
pick up on this, resulting in high Word error rates for seg-
ments containing these features. For this reason, these are
first filtered out.

Then, the data (and their corresponding evaluations) are
grouped by region for analysis. Additionally, the data as it
is provided is divided into HMI speech and read speech. The
data is also analyzed in respect to these categories, as it would

3https://github.com/jitsi/jiwer/



be informative to see how these differ for each region. The
WER for a region is calculated by taking the mean WER of
all the segments in that region.

Additionally, in order to analyse bias in each region more
thoroughly, the difference between the smallest and largest
WER per region is taken for each group (read speech and
HMI speech, Dutch speech and Flemish speech).

3 Results
This section contains the performance of Azure AI’s ASR
system and Google Chirp on the JASMIN-CGN corpus. The
experiments to obtain these results are outlined in section 2.4.

Table 1 shows the mean WER (%) of Azure AI’s ASR sys-
tem on Dutch and Flemish regional dialects, both on read
speech and HMI speech. The regions with the lowest WER
are made bold for convenience’s sake in both categories. Re-
gions are indicated as described in section 2.

Table 1: Performance of Azure AI’s ASR on the JASMIN-CGN
dataset per dialect region (in WER%)

Region Read HMI
N1 15.672 20.457
N2 23.211 40.181
N3 23.777 28.899
N4 20.656 33.659

FL1 19.075 32.001
FL2 19.541 38.177
FL3 18.247 32.166
FL4 23.971 35.693

The difference between the lowest and highest WER for
each region is 7.539% for Dutch read speech and 19.724% for
Dutch HMI speech. These numbers are 5.724% for Flemish
read speech and 6.167% for Flemish HMI speech.

Table 2 shows the mean WER (%) of Chirp on Dutch and
Flemish regional dialects, again on read speech and HMI
speech.

Table 2: Performance of Chirp on the JASMIN-CGN dataset per
dialect region (in WER%)

Region Read HMI
N1 24.824 25.209
N2 32.605 35.152
N3 33.618 28.730
N4 32.596 34.601

FL1 34.247 38.470
FL2 36.183 41.646
FL3 33.135 35.826
FL4 40.537 37.320

The difference between the lowest and highest WER for
each region is 8.794% for Dutch read speech and 9.943% for
Dutch HMI speech. For Flemish read speech, this is 7.402%
and for Flemish HMI speech, this is 5.820%.

For comparison’s sake, the following results are retrieved
from Herygers et al.[3], who performed research on a Deep
Neural Network-Hidden Markov Model (DNN-HMM) on
Flemish speech. These results are as follows. Figure 1 shows
the performance of the DNN-HMM on read Flemish speech.
Figure 2 shows the performance of the DNN-HMM on HMI
Flemish speech.

Figure 1: WERs (%) for read speech across region and gender. Ob-
tained from Herygers et al.

Figure 2: WERs (%) for HMI speech across region and gender. Ob-
tained from Herygers et al.

These figures shall be addressed more thoroughly in sec-
tion 4.

4 Discussion
This paper presented the setup and results of an experiment to
analyse and compare the performance of two state-of-the-art
ASR systems, namely Azure AI’s ASR and Google Chirp. In
this section, the results of these two systems, as outlined in
section 3, will be analysed.

4.1 Azure AI’s ASR
For Dutch read speech, Azure AI’s ASR performs signifi-
cantly better on region N1 than other regions, while it per-
forms worse on region N3. Interestingly, for HMI speech,
the system seems to perform better somewhat better on re-
gion N3 than the other regions (except N1) and N2 per-
forms significantly worse. This indicates a strong bias to-
wards West-Dutch speakers, revealing that a large portion of
training data was potentially from West-Dutch speakers. The
worse performance on HMI speech from region N2 could be
explained by the age of the speakers, as a large amount of



speech from region N2 used in the experiment is produced by
children, which state-of-the-art ASR systems perform worse
on[6]. This is not entirely certain, however, as not all speakers
have their age annotated in the corpus.

For Flemish read speech, Azure AI’s ASR performs
slightly better on region FL3 compared to other regions, while
it yields worse results on region FL4. For Flemish HMI
speech, there is similar pattern to Dutch HMI speech: the
system gives better results for FL3 and FL1, but worse re-
sults for FL2. The results for read speech are not wholely
unexpected, as Herygers et al.[3] showed that state-of-the-art
ASR systems are biased towards Flemish speakers from FL3.
However, we would expect to see the system perform about
equally well on HMI speech produced by speakers from FL2.
A possible explanation for this discrepancy is use of limited
data. As was mentioned in section 2, not all of the data in the
JASMIN-CGN corpus was used. It is therefore possible that
more data was used from e.g. children compared to teenagers
and older adults.

Furthermore, Azure AI’s ASR system performs better on
read speech than HMI speech. This is not unexpected, as
ASR systems tend to perform worse on HMI speech than on
read speech[2].

4.2 Google Chirp
For Dutch read speech, similarly to Azure AI’s ASR, Google
Chirp performs significantly better on region N1 compared
to other regions. For HMI speech, a similar pattern emerges
where Google Chirp yielded better results for N1 than other
regions. Interestingly, however, Google Chirp performed bet-
ter on HMI speech produced by speakers from region N3 than
read speech from speakers from region N3. A possible reason
for these results is that Google Chirp is trained on data similar
to that found in the corpus under N3 HMI speech, but not on
data similar to N3 read speech contained in the corpus.

For Flemish read speech, there are again similar results to
Azure AI’s ASR. The system performs better on read speech
produced by speakers from region FL3, but worse on speakers
from region FL4. On Flemish HMI speech, Chirp’s results re-
main similar to those from Azure AI’s ASR: Chirp performs
better on speech from category FL3 and worse on speech
from category FL2. This is again in contrary to the results
from Herygers et al., although my theory for why this is, is
identical to the one for Azure AI’s ASR system. There is also
a similar discrepancy to the one found in Google Chirp’s per-
formance on Dutch speech: Chirp seemingly performs better
on HMI speech from region FL4 than read speech from the
same region. A possible explanation is again similar to the
one for Chirp’s performance on Dutch speech: the data found
in the corpus corresponding to Flemish HMI speech from re-
gion FL4 is more similar to Chirp’s training data than Flemish
read speech from region FL4.

Despite the aforementioned discrepancies, Google Chirp
also generally yields better results for read speech than HMI
speech.

4.3 Future Research
The first path to explore for future research is to analyse the
performance of the ASR systems on the entire JASMIN-CGN

Dutch language corpus. This is to explore whether the dis-
crepancies mentioned in section 4.1 and 4.2 are in fact a result
of under-representation in the test data.

As mentioned in section 2.1, Dutch dialect regions are di-
vided into further sub-regions from which speakers originate.
It would be interesting to determine whether systems differ in
bias between these sub-regions as well.

5 Responsible Research
5.1 Data Handling
The data in the JASMIN-CGN corpus is comprised of speech
produced by people who did not consent to their data being
used for commercial use. As such, this data is sensitive and it
is crucial it is not provided to third parties who may use it for
personal gain. For this reason, it is important that the ASR
systems used in this research do not store the data.

In the case of Azure Speech Services, the data is not
logged or stored in any way as stated on the website of Azure
Speech Services4. In the case of Google’s Chirp, the situa-
tion is similar, but there is a subtle difference for larger data
pieces. Namely, in order to provide the system with an au-
dio file longer than 60 seconds, the data should be uploaded
to Google’s Cloud, which is a clear breach of privacy as out-
lined above. Therefore, when Chirp is to be used, I ensure
to only use audio files shorter than 60 seconds and segment
longer audio files to be several shorter files, as outlined in
section 2.1.

Furthermore, to ensure the data is only used for research
purposes, the data, including audio files, transcriptions and
metadata, shall be removed from any devices other than the
source by the end of this research, and shall not be distributed
in any way.

5.2 Environmental Concerns
Other students may have used the same data on the same ASR
systems, or I may have data I ran on ASR systems another stu-
dent uses too. Should this be the case, we will then exchange
results from this in order to save power (provided it is useful
to do so), as running the same data on the same ASR system
yields identical results. However, when this is done, it shall
be acknowledged appropriately in section 7.

6 Conclusion
Despite the limited data used, there are still some logical con-
clusions to be drawn from the data. The sub-questions from
section 1.3 shall be revisited here in order.

1. Do state-of-the-art ASR systems perform better on
speakers from a certain region than on speakers from differ-
ent regions? Given the results found in section 3, as well as
the results from Herygers et al., it is clear that both Azure
AI’s ASR and Google Chirp exhibit significant bias towards
speakers from region N1, both for read and HMI speech. For
Flemish, this bias is not as clear, though still present as both
ASR systems show slightly better performance on speakers
from region FL3.

4https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/products/ai-services/ai-
speech



2. Do Flemish speakers (from different regions) achieve
a lower or higher WER than Dutch speakers (from different
regions)? To answer this question, the difference between the
lowest and highest WER from each region is analysed. For
both Google Chirp and Azure AI’s ASR, the difference for
Flemish speech is lower than that for Dutch speech. However,
it is important to keep in mind that Flemish speech sees lower
performance than Dutch speech.

3. How do models differ in WER for speakers from differ-
ent regions? Azure AI’s ASR performed better on both Dutch
and Flemish read and HMI speech. This is evident from a di-
rect comparison between the results for each model.

The answers to these questions lead to the main research
question: ”How well do state-of-the-art ASR systems per-
form on Dutch and Flemish speech from different regional
dialects?” This paper has shown that state-of-the-art ASR are
biased towards Dutch speakers from West-Dutch areas and
Flemish speakers from Brabant. Despite it not being possible
to point out bias against a specific group with certainty based
on the results, it is clear that improvements need to be made
in order to reduce bias in these systems.
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